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ORACLE CARDS
EARTHCRAFT
ORACLE CARDS

by Juliet Diaz (Auth)
& Boodoo-Fortune (Art)
RRP:$38.00
9781401960889
Hay House
Cards
Each card message is an invitation to listen to Mother
Earth's guidance; each spell, ritual, or invocation an
opportunity to bring these lessons off the pages and
into your daily practice; and each illustration a reminder that we are part of nature, not outside of it.

ARCHEO PERSONAL
ARCHETYPE CARDS
by Nick Bantock
RRP:$50.00
9780738764405
Llewellyn
Cards

Imagine your inner life as a hero's quest and this deck
as your band of faithful companions. The ARCHEO
PERSONAL ARCHETYPE CARDS features 40 archetype cards, a full-colour guidebook detailing their
skills and personalities, and two blank cards to create
your own archetypal characters.

ETERNAL SEEKER
ORACLE CARDS
by Pamela Steele
RRP:$55.00
9780764361258
Schiffer Publishing
Cards

These 33 elegant Rider-Waite-inspired art cards and a
comprehensive guidebook will start you on your path
to enlightenment. By collecting all the missing pieces
and healing those fragments of the self, you can
finally, and fully, become whole.

NEW ORLEANS
ORACLE DECK

by Fatima Mboji
RRP:$50.00
9781646710355
US Games Systems
Cards

The NEW ORLEANS ORACLE DECK empowers us
to tap into unconditional love and to connect with the
highest parts of ourselves. When we awaken our
intuition, and trust the divine light within, we start
discovering new avenues of guidance, clarity and
manifestation.

SACRED LIGHT
ORACLE CARDS

by Anna Stark (Auth)
& Slena Moon (Illust)
RRP:$35.00
9781925946260
Rockpool Publishing
Cards
SACRED LIGHT ORACLE CARDS comprises 36
cards that blend messages from the ascended masters and spiritual hierarchy. Each card has an associated ascension master, crystal and affirmation that are
aligned to connect you to higher levels of light frequency.

ORACLE OF
ASCENDANCE CARDS
by Phillip Adamczyk
& Sheri Jo Posselt
RRP:$50.00
9781646710225
US Games Systems
Cards

This oracle helps you open doors to cosmic truths,
inner growth, and higher consciousness. Whether you
draw a single card or delve into an area of inquiry,
ORACLE OF ASCENDANCE will always answer your
questions.

TOP NEW BOOKS
7 DAY
CHAKRAS

by Shai Tubali
RRP:$34.00
9780738766928
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages
Assigning one chakra to each day of the week, 7 DAY
CHAKRAS makes it simple to focus your intentions,
awaken your energy centres, and achieve your goals.
Join Shai Tubali on a rich, multi-coloured journey into
the wisdom of the chakras.

BECOMING AN
EMPOWERED EMPATH
by Wendy De Rosa
RRP:$32.00
9781608687190
New World Library
Paperback
288 pages

In BECOMING AN EMPOWERED EMPATH, intuitive
healer and teacher Wendy De Rosa will guide you
step-by-step, through guided meditations, journaling
exercises, and practices for energetic self-care. Wendy empowers you to embrace your gifts, embody light,
and become a vital agent for positive change.

MEDICAL
REIKI

by Raven Keyes
RRP:$38.00
9780738763859
Llewellyn
Paperback
336 pages

MEDIUMSHIP

by Kerrie Erwin
RRP:$35.00
9781925924985
Rockpool Publishing
Paperback
160 pages

Science-based medicine is finally ready to embrace
the use of MEDICAL REIKI, which has been shown to
activate the parasympathetic nervous system and
accelerate the effectiveness of serious treatments like
surgery and chemotherapy.

This practical book will be an essential tool in the
development of mediumship as it explores the many
different aspects of what a medium does, both practically and spiritually.

BEYOND THE
FLOWER OF LIFE

SECRET TO
ATTRACTING LUCK

In this step-by-step workbook, Maureen J St. Germain shares tools, techniques, and knowledge to
strengthen your heart connection, develop a relationship with your Higher Self, and elevate and program
your MerKaBa field to manifest success, health, happiness, and higher consciousness.

Explore the power of visualization, affirmations, and
serendipity. Discover how to use charms, gemstones,
tarot, and numerology to increase your luck. Learn the
best ways to optimize your imagination, attitude,
passion, generosity, and karma.

by Maureen J St. Germain
RRP:$30.00
9781591434054
Rockpool Publishing
Paperback
288 pages

by Richard Webster
RRP:$34.00
9780738766614
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages
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MORE BOOKS
AIR
MAGIC

PRECOGNITIVE
DREAMWORK
AND THE LONG SELF

FULL SPIRIT
WORKOUT

by Astrea Taylor
RRP:$36.00
9780738764313
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages

by Kate Eckman
RRP:$34.00
9781608687213
New World Library
Paperback
288 pages

by Eric Wargo
RRP:$33.00
9781644112694
Inner Traditions
Paperback
320 pages

Filled with spells, rituals, recipes, meditations, and
correspondences, this second entry in Llewellyn's
new Elements of Witchcraft series strengthens your
connection to the element of air.

Readers get a "get real" and rewarding workout made
up of daily mind-body-spirit exercises and practices.
Best of all, Coach Kate Eckman builds in creativity,
flexibility, and delight so that each "rep" feels less like
work and more like play.

Once only the stuff of science fiction, evidence has
grown that precognition--glimpses of your future in
dreams and visions and being influenced subtly in
waking life by what is to come--is real. Your future
thoughts and feelings shape who you are now.

DREAMING
TECHNIQUES
NIGHT
by Serge
Kahili
FAIRIES
HBKing

DREAMING
TECHNIQUES
STARDRAGONS
HB
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THE

by Paolo
Barbieri
RRP:$27.00
RRP:$55.00
9781591433880
9788865276433
Bear & Co
Lo
Scarabeo
Paperback
Hardback
240
pages
128 pages

RRP:$27.00
by Paolo
Barbieri
9781591433880
RRP:$35.00
Bear & Co
9788865277287
Paperback
Lo
Scarabeo
240
pages
Hardback
96 pages

RRP:$27.00 Crow
by Granddaughter
9781591433880
RRP:$34.00
Bear & Co
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Paperback
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TAROT CARDS
WITCHLING ACADEMY
TAROT SET

NATURE SPIRIT
TAROT SET

by Pamela Chen
& Mindy Zhang
RRP:$55.00
9780738.62197
Llewellyn
Tarot Set

by Jean Marie Herzal
RRP:$60.00
9781591433996
Inner Traditions
Tarot Set
Weaving the wisdom of the Tarot with the vastness and mystery of the natural
world, this 78-card, full-color deck by artist Jean Marie Herzel offers the complete
Major and Minor Arcana interpreted through the lens of Nature and the infinite
diversity of forms that consciousness displays on our home, the Earth.

Inspired by magical girl manga series, this Rider-Waite-style deck and guidebook
help you uncover the secrets of magic and divination. Learn the basics of spellwork
and master the elements. Build a personal connection to the cards and help maintain the balance of light and dark. Featuring Mindy Zhang's whimsical artwork and
Pamela Chen's inspiring insights.

MINI TAROTS
MINI TAROT
WITCHES DECK

MINI TAROT
GOLDEN ART NOUVEAU DECK

by Ellen Dugan
& Mark Evans
RRP:$25.00
9780738769325
Llewellyn
Tarot Deck

by Giulia Massaglia
RRP:$30.00
9788865277171
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Deck

With the gold foil replaced by gold printing ink, the GOLDEN ART NOUVEAU
TAROT is finally in the mini edition. One of the most beautiful decks of the recent
years, it is a continue surprise, gorgeous card after gorgeous card, following strictly
the traditional meanings for the easiest interpretation.

Based on the traditional Rider-Waite-Smith deck and filled with images that speak
to today's magickal practitioner, witchcraft takes centre stage in this stunning deck
designed by highly respected Witch and Tarot reader Ellen Dugan. Here, the
Hierophant becomes the High Priest, Wheel of Fortune becomes Wheel of the
Year, and Judgement becomes Karma.
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